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**YUKON®**

800.799.8566 • yukonfitness.com
Linear Counter Balanced Smith

CBS-150 | 84”H x 84”W x 66”D | Light Commercial

- 12” Commercial grade linear ball bearing smith slides for smooth operation
- Weight bar counter balanced at 15 lbs.
- Counter weight shielded with smoked plexiglass
- Six olympic weight pegs covered with PVC for easy on/off action and low maintenance & convenient plate storage
- 1000 lb. test knurled olympic weight bar
- Fully adjustable bronzed bushed safety spotters
- 14 different height lock outs

- Light commercial series
- Linear bearings
- Self-spotting
- 11 gauge heavy duty steel tubing
- Sealed ball bearings on weight bar
- Machine weight: 400 lbs.
- Capacity: 1,000 lbs.

*Weights sold separately*
NEW Squat Rack

COM-SQR | 72”H x 48”W x 55”D | Light Commercial

- Heavy duty 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” uprights
- Commercial base frame tubing 3” x 2”
- All 1/2” hardware
- PVC coated plate holder storage sold separately
- Commercial grade chromed solid steel bar holders
- Commercial grade chromed solid steel safety spotters
- 1/4” solid steel reinforcement plates
- 15 adjustment points
- Pre-drilled base can be bolted to floor

*Weight bar, weight pegs & plates sold separately
Hyper Extension

COM-HYP | 53”H x 26”W x 72”D | Light Commercial

- 11-gauge steel
- Commercially rated
- Heavy Duty Split Pad
- Commercial Nylon Covered Foam Rollers
- New Platinum Finish
- Extra Large Footprint for Stability 26’W x 72’L
- Extra Large Diamond Tread Footplate
- Large 1/2” Chrome Hardware
- Fully Adjustable to Accommodate Users 4’10” to 6’5”
- 8 Adjustment Points for the User Height Setting
- 5 Adjustment Points for the Leg Hold
- Handles on foot plate for ease of use and in–out convenience
- Handles on pad to assist with back extensions
Multiple adjustments on the hi-low pulley allow you to get a total body workout.

With the addition of a bench you can make almost infinite adjustments to achieve your targeted workout objective!

- Constructed of 2” x 2” and 2” x 3” 11 gauge steel tubing
- Extra wide for the best range of motion
- Powder coated to last a lifetime
- 180˚ of movement provides endless choices of hi and low pulley exercises
- Sold with two chrome cable handles
- Built-in pull up bars with multiple grip positions
- Built for serious cable crossover users
- Plate loaded for olympic weight or can be purchased as twin 200 lb. stack plate selectorized with 10 lb. increments
- All pulleys are fiberglass with sealed ball bearings providing a smooth feel
- All cables rated 2000 lb. Aircraft grade

ORDER WITH TWIN 200 LB. STACKS: COM-200

*Olympic plates sold separately
Pec Dec / Rear Delt

PRD-300 | 70”H x 30”W (Arms Folded) 50”W (Arms Extended) x 60”L | Light Commercial

Compact, space saving, low profile contemporary design. The handles are engineered with ball bearings that provide ultimate smooth action. Dual 10 position overhead cams that provide independent action & full range of motion for pectoral and rear deltoid development.

- Light Commercial Series
- Work pecs, back & shoulders
- Fully adjustable arms & seat
- Built-in foot rest
- Dual position handles provide variable grips for best overall development
- Seat has unique seven position adjustment to fit all sizes of users
- 11 gauge steel
- Accepts olympic plates only - 200 lb. stack optional

*Olympic plates sold separately

Single 200 lb. stack option available (PRD-STK)

Commercial Seated Calf

SCM-300 | 38”H x 24”W x 42”L | Light Commercial

- Four positions for knee rest
- Thick pads
- Accepts standard or olympic plates
- Heavy duty 2” x 3” tubing
- Fully bushed pivot points
- Easy engage/disengage lever
- Diamond tread footplate for no slip grip
- 4” off the floor clearance for absolute full range of motion
- Heavy duty 1/2” hardware
- Capacity: 400 lbs.

*Olympic plates sold separately
Incline Olympic Bench

COM-CIP | 51”H x 48”W x 61”L | Light Commercial

- Four position adjustable seat
- Can be bolted to the floor
- 2” x 3” heavy gauge steel built to last
- Reinforcement plates on all joints
- Machine Weight with spotter stand: 183 lbs.
- Capacity: 800 lbs.

OPTION: Diamond tread spotter stand
12” x 24” (shown with) COM-CSS

*Weights sold separately

Decline Olympic Bench

COM-CDB | 51”H x 48”W x 81”L | Light Commercial

- Multiple racking positions
- Commercial padding
- Handle on leg lock for convenient in-and-out
- Optional spotter stand
- Can be bolted to the floor

*Weights sold separately
Flat Olympic Bench
COM-CFB | 51”H x 48”W x 57”L | Light Commercial

- Multiple racking positions
- Commercial Padding
- 2’ x 3” commercial grade steel
- Can be bolted to the floor
- Machine Weight with spotter stand: 165 lbs.
- Capacity: 800 lbs.

OPTION: Diamond tread spotter stand 12” x 24” [shown with] COM-CSS

*Weights sold separately

Flat Utility Bench
COM-CUB | 17–1/2”H x 27”W x 52”L | Light Commercial

- Great for rack or cage
- Great for dumbbell work
- Back pad is 11”W x 48”L
- Machine Weight: 55 lbs.

*Dumbbells sold separately
Vertical Knee Raise

**COM-VKR | 66”H x 29”W x 46”L | Light Commercial**

- Increase Core Strength
- Great for dips
- 2” x 3” 11 gauge steel construction
- Commercial grade padding
- Great for abdominal development
- Dip feature helps build pecs and triceps
- Gym quality machine
- Diamond tread foot plates
- Can be bolted to the floor
- Machine Weight: 120 lbs.

0 to 90° Bench

**COM-090 | 52”H x 25”W x 50”L | Light Commercial**

- Seat adjusts in four positions
- Front handles & wheels on back side
- Commercial strength
- 11 gauge steel
- Easy to roll in and out of machines
- Our best 0 to 90° Bench
- Heavy duty
- Back adjusts to 9 positions
Power Rack

**COM-CPR** | **91”H x 53”W x 55”L** | Light Commercial

- 11 gauge steel
- Multiple racking positions
- 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” commercial tubing
- Can be bolted to the floor
- 13 rack positions
- Built-in knurled chin-up bar
- Great for light commercial institutions
- 14 heavy duty reinforcement plates for safety and security
- Short spotters optional
- Machine Weight: 230 lbs.
- Capacity: 1,000 lbs

**OPTIONS**

- Weight Holders: [COMPLT-STRG]

Shoulder Press

**COM-MIL** | **60”H x 48”W x 36”L** | Light Commercial

- Commercial strength
- Includes spotter stand
- Can be bolted to the floor
- Build a huge back
- Build huge shoulders

*Weights sold separately*
**Options**
- Pec-Dec attachment [PEC-175]
- Preacher curl attachment [PCA-171]
- Add a Seated Leg Press [SLP-154]
- Dip station [DIP-173]
- Selectorized stack attachment [SSA-174]

**Caribou III**
CIII-140 | 85”H x 86”W x 68”D | Home Gyms

*Weights & 7’ Olympic Bar sold separately*

- Heavy stack upgrade [HSU-172] (Selectorized stack attachment is required for this option)
- Cable crossover [CCO-177]
- Linear Bearings [SRM-156L]
- Gym System Lat attachment [GSL-144]
- Gym System lat needed with the SSA-174 [GSL-140]

*Industrial linear bearings (sold separately) gives the machine a commercial feel*
*Provides the smoothest action available*
Caribou III...

**FEATURES**
- Self-oiling bushings
- Chin-up bar
- Dual bar holders & safety rail spotter arms
- Free low row foot plate
- Free 36” and 18” LAT Bars
- Integrated dip station mount for optional dip station attachment
- FID 141 bench with leg extension leg curl
- 10 1/4” reinforcement plates provide safety & stability
- Uses only olympic plates on smith machine
- Machine Weight: 240 lbs. (rack only)
- Capacity: 800 lbs.

**PACKAGES**

**CPR-142 Caribou III Rack**
- Rack only: no bench, no LAT

**CII-140 Caribou System**
- Caribou Rack
- Gym system LAT Attachment
- FID Bench
- 1 Pair 7” Olympic Adapters for Gym System Lat (sold separately)

**CIII-CPKG Caribou Package**
- Caribou Rack
- Gym system LAT Attachment
- FID Bench
- Pec Dec Attachment
- Preacher Curl Attachment
- Dip Station Attachment
- 1 - 9” Olympic Adapter for Leg Extension (sold separately)

**CPKG-CCD Caribou Package + Cable Crossover Attachment**
- Same as CPKG but includes Cable Crossover Attachment

**HOME GYMS**
Wolverine Multistation Gym

WMS | 82”H x 80”W x 86”D | Home Gyms

**DIMENSIONS**

**WMS-200**
3 station (no seated leg press) with user’s legs fully extended on leg curl
82”H x 80”W x 110”D

**WMS-SLP**
4 station with seated leg press & leg curl with users’ legs fully extended on both
82”H x 144”W x 110”D
Wolverine...

FEATURES
• Ergonomic pad design
• 200 lb. stack w/keeper for pin
• Leg hold-down for LAT machine
• Removable seat for military station/squat station
• Large foot plate for low row/standing calf raise
• Low row pulley swivels for ease of use
• Gym includes long LAT bar, short straight bar, ab crunch harness and single cable handle
• Bench press/pec station includes fully adjustable seat
• Removable squat pads for squat station
• Press handles swivel for wide range of motion
• Squat bar has four adjustments to accommodate different height users
• Machine Weight with 200 lb. stack: 560 lbs.
• Sealed Bearing rollers on seated leg press – solid chrome rods

WMS–SLP 4th station –
Seated Leg Press (SLP-154)
• 58"L x 24" W x 34" H
• Weight Capacity of User: 300 lbs.
• Weight Capacity to Press: 500 lbs.

*Seated Leg Press sold separately

VERTICAL BENCH PRESS
PEC FLYES
CABLE CROSSOVER
LAT PULLDOWN (FRONT)
LAT PULLDOWN (BACK)
LOW ROW
TRICEP PUSHDOWNS
DIPS
VERTICAL KNEE RAISES
MILITARY PRESS
STANDING CURL
REVERSE CURL
TRICEPS EXTENSION
TRICEPS KICK BACK
FRONT DELT RAISE
SIDE DELT RAISE
LATERAL DELT RAISE
UPRIGHT ROW
SHOULDER SHRUGS
LEG EXTENSION
STANDING LEG CURL
SQUATS
CALF RAISES
AB CRUNCHES
INNER THIGH KICKS
OUTER THIGH KICKS
...AND MANY MORE!
Power Rack with lat attachment capability

**PRK-200 | 82”H x 48”W x 67”D | Home Gyms**

- Numbered peg holes for easy adjustment
- Larger frame produces deeper inside area with 26” of unrestricted space for workouts
- Built-in chrome chin-up bar
- Heavy chrome spotter arms
- 8 1/4” heavy reinforcement plates provide great stability
- Great for squats & calf raises
- Larger interior makes bench movement easier
- 12 gauge 2 x 2 powder coated steel
- Capacity: 800 lbs.

**OPTIONAL**
- Gyms System LAT (pictured) [GSL-144]
- Add a Seated Leg Press (SLP-154) see photo on page 13
- Pec Dec Attachment (PEC-175)
- Flat Incline/Decline Bench (FID-141), 0˚ to 90˚ [COM-090] or Flat Roma Bench (FRB-124)
- Extra Spotters
- Weight Pegs
- Dip Station (pictured) [DIP-173]
- 7’ Olympic Bar (pictured) [SDB-566]
- Cable Crossover Attachment [CCO-177]
- Weight Holders: [COMPLT-STRG]

**PRK-127 also available for saving space!**

*Weights sold separately*
Revolutionary innovation at an affordable price
- Back pad accommodates users of all sizes
- Innovative 30 position cam provides expansive range of motion for proper knee alignment
- Wide assortment of positions for all five different exercises
- Machine Weight: 130 lbs.
- Capacity: 400 lbs.

1. Leg Extensions
2. Seated Leg Curls
3. Lying Leg Curls
4. Abdominal Crunch
5. Back Extensions

*Weights & 9” Olympic Adapter (OLY-169) sold separately*
Husky Hip & Leg Sled  Hack Squat & Leg Press Machine

HLS-160 | 82"H x 68"W x 49"D | Upper / Lower Body

- Leading design using six nylon rollers with sealed bearings
- Easily converts from hack squat to leg press or power thrust
- Features dual heavy triangular frame producing the most stable & strongest machine in the industry
- Ergonomically angled shoulder supports with two position hand grips
- Multi-position stop locks for safety & ease of use
- Heavy Duty, Solid Steel, Diamond Tread foot plate with 3 Adjustable positions (10"H x 28"W)
- Extra wide, fully adjustable back pad
- Built-in olympic plate storage
- Olympic plates only
- Machine Weight: 410 lbs.
- Capacity: 1,000 lbs.

One of Yukon’s best selling products
Best value in the industry
Rugged construction
Durable – guaranteed for life!

*Weights sold separately
UPPER / LOWER BODY

HLS-2000 45° Competitor Hip & Leg Sled

HLS-2000 | 68”H x 47”W x 79”D | Upper / Lower Body

Yukon’s heavy duty commercial sled

- Sealed ball bearings and four large rollers provide smooth weight carriage operation
- Space saving design (smaller footprint than HLS-160)
- Back pad elongated to provide head support
- Larger triangular frame for ultimate workout (2 1/2” x 2 1/2” 11 gauge steel)
- Heavy Duty, Solid Steel, Diamond Tread foot plate with 5 adjustable positions (13”H x 28”W)
- All tubing uses reinforcement plates to assure solid fit
- Contemporary design
- 10 quarter inch heavy reinforcement plates provide great stability
- 2 1/2” thick pads for added comfort – commercial quality
- Two different shoulder pad positions accommodates many users
- Multiple stop spotter arm design provides safety and ease of use
- Machine Weight: 465 lbs.
- Capacity: 1,500 lbs.

*Weights sold separately
*Olympic plates only
New design incorporates unique multiple footplate adjustments for better alignment
- Ultra smooth oilite bushings for professional performance
- Heavy duty spotter system
- Massive diamond tread foot plate
- Thick, moisture resistant marine grade vinyl pads
- Adjustable head rest
- Smaller footprint to accommodate any size workout room
- Solid chrome guide rods
- Angled back pad reduces stress on knees and back
- Linear bearing upgrade available
- Machine Weight: 175 lbs.
- Capacity: 800 lbs.

Fully adjustable head pad accommodates users of all sizes

Multiple position lockout arms for safely performing heavy duty presses

*Accepts olympic plates only
*Weights sold separately
Vertical Leg Press
VLP-154 | 68”H x 40”W x 43”L | Upper / Lower Body

Perform high intensity leg presses for complete development of quadriceps, glutes, hamstrings and calves.

- Ultra smooth round chrome bars in round steel tubing – nylon bushed
- Large comfortable back support
- Heavy duty pad
- Head rest to reduce neck strain
- Large footplate 10” x 22”
- Narrow design – good where space is minimal
- No-slip diamond tread foot plate
- Accepts standard or olympic plates
- Heavy 12 gauge 2” x 2” steel tubing
- Suitable for any gym
- Machine Weight: 120 lbs.
- Capacity: 600 lbs.

*Olympic adapters sold separately (OLY-165)
Chin Dip / Leg Raise

CDL-153 | 83”H x 48”W x 57”L | Upper / Lower Body

• Three machines in one
• Dual step-ups & integrated chin-up bar
• Dips: Considered one of the best tricep & chest developer
• Leg Raises: Firm, tone and develop abdominal muscles
• Push-up Handles: Built-in
• Chin-ups: To isolate and develop the back & biceps
• Vertical Knee Raise
Competitor Delt
CDM-197 | 47”H x 46”W x 44”L | Upper / Lower Body

Designed to isolate your deltoid muscle and build a stronger, ripped back and shoulders.
- Unique design for serious total shoulder & back development
- Independent action delt arms with dual weight pegs
- Built-in swivel handles for better range of motion
- Fully bushed at all pivot points
- Shoulder press has four different hand grips for wide range of motion
- Custom adjustable seat
- Four FREE olympic adapters
- An outstanding value
- Easy setup
- Machine Weight: 93 lbs.
- Capacity: 400 lbs.
*Weights sold separately

Butt & Thigh Shaper
BTS-164 | 52”H x 35”W x 59”L
Upper / Lower Body

Shape & tone your butt & legs with this easy to use, all-in-one machine.
- Adjustable cam
- Footplate and straight bar included
- Instructional video
- Capacity: 70 lbs.

*Olympic adapters sold separately
Economy Lat
ELM-158 | 83”H x 22”W x 67”L | Upper / Lower Body

- Weight slider floats on chrome tubing (nylon-bushed)
- Adjustable seat pad for various heights
- Complete with two FREE bars – 36” and 16” straight bar
- Diamond ribbed footplate maintains correct biomechanical angle during low-rows. FREE!
- Built-in bar storage
- Built to last
- Quick cable change
- Machine Weight: 80 lbs.
- Capacity: 400 lbs.

*Weights & Olympic Adapters sold separately

UPPER / LOWER BODY

45° Hyper Extension
45-HYP | 40”H x 28”W x 42”L | Upper / Lower Body

A must for anyone who wants to develop CORE STRENGTH!
- Commercial grade 2” x 3” steel tubing
- 3” pads provided added support & comfort
- Adjustable pads & ankle support
- Dual handles for safety & stability
- Diamond tread footplate for no slip grip
Competitor Lat
CLM-150 | 83”H x 23”W x 65”L | Upper / Lower Body

Outstanding way to develop upper & lower back
- No cable change system
- Built-in foot plates for low rows
- FREE 36” lat bar & 16” straight bar
- 2,000 lb. rated cables
- Includes 200 lb. selectorized weight stack
- Machine weight: 315 lbs (includes stack)

UPPER / LOWER BODY

LAT PULL DOWNS – BACK
LAT PULL DOWNS – FRONT
LOW ROW
TRICEP PUSHDOWNS
Inversion Table

GT-MO | 61”H x 36”W x 82”L | Back & Abs

Help ease back pain or use as preventative maintenance! Please consult physician before starting an exercise routine.

- Compact design fits virtually anywhere
- Reduces muscle tension from everyday stress
- Adjustable angles to maximize effectiveness
- Improve flexibility of back muscles
- Recommended use: 10-15 min. for best results
- Machine Weight: 61 lbs.
- Capacity: 300 lbs.

Ab Crunch

ACM-190 | 52”H x 31”W x 34”L | Back & Abs

Isolates abdominal muscles to achieve powerful, tight abs!

- Suitable for standard or olympic plates
- Fully bushed leverage arms
- Foam handles
- Fixed foot hold
- Back pad for extra support
- Fully adjustable custom seat cushion
- Machine Weight: 91 lbs.
- Capacity: 200 lbs. (not including user)

* Olympic adapters sold separately
Total Back System
TBS-212 | 38”H x 29”W x 50”L | Back & Abs

- One size accommodates users up to 6’4”
- Fold away handles provide stability
- Wheels allow for easy movement
- Multi-position feature gives user options
- Soft, high quality thigh pad
- Five year warranty
- Machine Weight: 65 lbs.
- Capacity: 300 lbs.

Flat Hyper Extension
HYP-156 | 46”H x 26”W x 60”D | Back & Abs

A must for CORE fitness training!
- Constructed with commercial quality 2” x 2” steel tubing and powder coated to last
- Ankle pads telescope to adjust to users of all sizes
- Heavy duty pads provide added support throughout your exercise
- Dual handles lend stability
- Foam rollers have multiple adjustments
- Diamond tread footplate provides no slip grip
- Fully adjustable for length and height
- New design includes handles on footplate to assist entry and exit
- Split pad for more comfort
Develop two of the most important muscle groups in the body: the lower back & abdominal muscles

- Fully adjustable back pad and leg support
- Thick, comfortable pads and rollers
- Simple assembly
- Heavy duty 12 gauge steel construction
- Unique space saving design

**Back & Ab Machine**

**BAM-160** | **33”H x 29”W x 52”D** | Back & Abs

Build a massive, highly defined back

- Fully adjustable chest and seat pad
- Adjustable arms allow for independent or simultaneous motion
- All pivot points equipped with oilite bushings
- Multiple grip handles for complete back development
- Shock bumpers
- Accepts standard or olympic plates *(olympic adapters sold separately)*
- Machine Weight: 110 lbs.
- Capacity: 300 lbs.

*Weights sold separately

**Angled Back Machine**

**ABM-157** | **36”H x 45”W x 59”D** | Back & Abs

*Weights sold separately
Achieve your ultimate fitness goals with the industry’s premier incline-flat-decline olympic bench!

- Flat-Incline-Decline Bench
- 12 gauge 2” x 2” heavy steel tubing
- Rugged back pad reinforced by a pair of 1” x 2” steel tubes
- Built-in chrome dip station
- Built-in bar catch
- Chrome uprights – welded tightening pins for quick adjustments
- Leg-curl / Leg-extension with self-oiling bushings (removable)
- Fully adjustable
- Machine Weight: 123 lbs.
- Capacity: 600 lbs. (includes user)

Optional:
- Preacher curl attachment
- Accepts olympic adapters

*Weights sold separately
Flat Incline Bench
FIB-300 | 52”H x 25”W x 50”L | Benches

Gyms • Schools • Hotels & Resorts • Police & Fire Depts. • Apartment Gyms • Corporate Gyms • Personal Trainers • Rehab Centers... & more!

- Multiple position adjustments
- Seat adjusts in two positions
- Front handles & wheels on back side makes bench easy to move
- Machine Weight: 50 lbs.

Preacher Curl Bench
PCB-183 | 42”H x 34”W x 32”L | Benches

The most versatile preacher curl bench ever developed

- Compact & affordable
- Fully adjustable seat & elbow pads to accommodate any size user
- 2” x 2” powder coated steel tubing
- Machine Weight: 60 lbs
- Capacity: 350 lbs. (including user)

*Weights & Curl Bar sold separately
Flat Incline/Decline

FID-141 | 21”H x 22”W x 48”L | Benches

New design incorporates separate handles to assist in leg development work
- Includes leg hold-down-pin to prevent body lift during lat workout
- Back pads supported by heavy duty ¼” steel angle iron
- 7 adjustment points that include decline, flat and military positions
(This bench is included in Caribou package and Caribou system)

OPTIONS:
Dip Station
Preacher Curl

*Weights & Olympic Adapters sold separately

Flat Roma Bench

FRB-124 | 19”H x 17”W x 44”L | Benches

An absolute must for anyone serious about dumbbell workouts
- Sturdy 2” x 2” 12 gauge steel construction
- Thick, comfortable pad
- Easy to move
- Best value in the industry
- Machine Weight: 40 lbs
- Capacity: 450 lbs.

*Dumbbells sold separately
Recumbent Bike

EZR-3.1 | 46”H x 26”W x 62”L | Bikes

- Adjustable seat
- Heart rate monitor handles
- Easy manual tension knob
- Fully functional computer w/SPEED, DISTANCE, TIME, CALORIES & PULSE
- Machine weight: 90 lbs
- Capacity: 250 lbs.

Olympia Upright

AL-601E | 56”H x 19”W x 39”L | Bikes

A great bike at an affordable price
- Provides non-weight bearing exercise that is easier on knee joints, feet and ankle joints
- Heavy duty crank with sealed ball bearings
- Large easy-to-read LCD display console with workout SPEED, CALORIES CONSUMED, DISTANCE, etc.
- Heart rate sensors on handlebars
- Large wheels for easy transport
- Machine weight: 90 lbs
- Capacity: 250 lbs.
Extended Stride Elliptical Trainer

SEG-1636 | 65"L x 26"W x 61"H | Bikes

- Patented construction
- 20 1/2" stride length
- Adjustable stride length, three levels, from 17 1/2" to 20 1/2"
- Magnetic resistance controlled by computer
- Aluminum up-right beam
- Auto scan advanced computer w/bigger LCD screen, 16 programs, displays SPEED, DISTANCE, TIME, CALORIES, PULSE, FAT%, BMP, BMI, BODY TYPE, RPM, WATT, HEART RATE, TARGET HEART RATE
- Hand grip pulse sensors
- Dual-actioned handlebar covered by high density foam grips
- PU roller slides on aluminum pedal rails
- Hidden crank (3 pcs) safer & neat transport wheels
- Machine Weight: 145 lbs
- Capacity: 250 lbs
HIGOL Stationary S-68
HGL-68 | 48”H (adjustable) x 26”W x 41”L | Bikes

Home Use
- Micro adjustable slide system on seat & handlebar – infinite position available
- No holes limiting adjustment options
- Tension control – turn knob to adjust for light and heavy resistance push handle to stop
- Durable chain belt transmission
- Sealed bearings
- Easy adjusting foot pad
- Dual rollers for easy moving
- Ultra strong ball bearings & flywheel axles
- SPD pedals optional
- Sports drink holder
- Two year limited frame warranty
- One year limited part warranty
- Fly Wheel Weight: 40 lbs
- Machine Weight: 110 lbs
- Capacity: 350 lbs

HIGOL Stationary Pro 34B
HGL-PRO34B | 48”H (adjustable) x 26”W x 41”L | Bikes

For Commercial Use
Stable & Durable, Heavy Duty for professional ride
- Belt transmission
- Durable grooved V-Belt direct drive system
- Smooth & quiet ride
- Sweat resistant
- Fender on top in two sides of fly wheel
- Stainless steel stems
- Micro-adjustable slide system on seat & handlebar
- Ultra strong ball bearing & flywheel axles
- Sealed bearings
- Crank: oversized forged, durable
- Center balanced flywheel
- Tension control
- SPD pedals optional
- Fixed wheel drive system
- Emergency stop
- Transport: wheel in front foot tube for easy moving
- Floor levelers
- Low maintenance & easy assembly
- Fly Wheel Weight: 54 lbs
- Machine Weight: 135 lbs
- Capacity: 350 lbs
HIGOL Stationary Pro 68
HGL-PR068 | 48”H (adjustable) x 26”W x 41”L | Bikes

For Commercial Use
Stable & Durable. Heavy Duty for professional ride
- Patented construction
- Micro adjustable slide system on seat & handlebar – infinite position available no holes limiting adjustment options
- Durable grooved V-Belt direct drive system – smooth & quiet ride
- Ultra strong ball bearing and flywheel axles
- Sealed bearings
- Crank: Oversized forged, durable
- Tension control – multi-control for light or heavy resistance
- Fixed wheel drive system
- Emergency Stop by pressing down on knob, simply and safely
- Transport: wheel in front foot tube for easy moving
- Fly Wheel Weight: 44 lbs
- Machine Weight: 126 lbs
- Capacity: 350 lbs

Denali Spin Bike
DEN-BIKE | 48”H (adjustable) x 20”W x 43”L | Bikes

Home Use – Available in Chain or Belt Drive
DEN-Bike – Chain drive
DEN-Belt – Belt drive
- Built to handle heavy daily usage
- Tough sealed ball bearings
- Powder coated to prevent corrosion & last for years
- Micro-adjustments for handle bars
- Height and pitch and seat positions handles riders of all sizes
- One-hand tension adjustment
- Heavy duty wheels installed on base for ease of movement
- Fly Wheel Weight: 40 lbs
- Machine Weight: 110 lbs.
- Capacity: 300 lbs
Heavy Duty Plate Rack

**HPR-129 | 39”H x 19”W x 29”L | Plate Trees / Racks**

This improved tubular design is not prone to the warping and bending common to units constructed of flat steel. The stabilizing legs are constructed of heavy 2” x 2” tubing to produce a safer, more stable unit. Six staggered pegs accommodate standard or olympic plates on a single unit.

Olympic Plate Tree

**OPT-184 | 47”H x 18”W x 20”L | Plate Trees / Racks**

With the same improved tubular design and 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” tubing, the OPT-184 accommodates olympic plates and has two built-in bushed bar holders.

---

Dumbbell Rack

**DPR-151 | 51”H x 29”W x 52”L | Plate Trees / Racks**

Triple tier rack angled for easy access and storage of dumbbells. Designed to display a 5-65 lb. standard hex dumbbell set with pride. Slotted racks allow user to adjust each tier independently for use with pro-style or solid dumbbells for proper fit.

---

Replacement Parts

Yukon offers a wide selection of high quality replacement parts and other accessories for our strength training equipment. You may order seat pads, cable, pulleys etc by accessing the “replacement parts” on our website [www.yukonfitness.com](http://www.yukonfitness.com) or call us for another specific part 800.799.8566

---

**All weights sold separately**

*Dumbbells sold separately*
**Accessories**

**Premium Mats**
**PRM-590**

4’ x 6’ premium grade rubber composite mats protect and silence your workout room from the most grueling routines. Absorbs impact and prevents scratching and damage to your floors. Special composite materials prevent scuffing or color transfer, and eliminates rips or splits. Both surfaces are traction enhanced, so even if you can damage one side, the mat can be reversed. Available in Matte Black. Weight: 91 lbs

**Dumbbells**
**HDS-311**

Hammertone Grey Hex Dumbbells. The finest materials are used to produce quality Hex dumbbells by casting molted iron around a knurled steel handle creating the most durable dumbbell available. Sold as 5 to 50 lb. sets and sizes in 5 lb. increments to 100 lbs.

**300 lb. Olympic Set**
**OLY-230**

300 lbs. of muscle pumping iron to build the body definition you have always wanted. Complete with two 45 lb., two 35 lb., two 25 lb., two 10 lb., four 5 lb., two 2.5 lb., on 7’ heavy duty olympic bar with knurling and two easy-on spring clips.
Equipment Specs

Frames
Yukon equipment is constructed of 2” x 2” and 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” heavy gauge structural rolled steel tubing. Our engineers select only the finest grade steel available to insure that you receive the highest quality machine. Yukon’s volume buying power enables us to get the finest steel on the market at the lowest prices. Yukon equipment is expertly hand crafted with state-of-the-art mig welding for superior strength and aesthetic appearance. Mig welding produces higher temperatures and smoother welds with less flash than conventional arc welding.

Cables
3/16” nylon coated mil-spec. aircraft cables with a 2,000 lb. test are built to last. All cable loop around steel alloy thimbles and terminate in machine sealed clamps eliminating the possibility of frayed cables or clamps loosening. All cables are color coordinated in black.

Upholstery
We spared no expense when purchasing our materials for the Yukon bench padding. The high standards set by our engineering department are carried through in all Yukon equipment. The padding consists of a top grade laminated wood base featuring recessed steel T-nuts overlaid with a high density foam that is covered by a premium moisture resistant maring grade vinyl. The corners and seams are box stitched to help eliminate folds and pad stress.

Pulleys
All Yukon Fitness machines feature either 4” deep grooved nylatron pulleys or concave urethane rollers, fitted with sealed ball bearing assemblies, and covered by dust caps for ultra smooth action and minimal wear.

Finish
We take great pride in delivering you the highest quality finish possible. Our factory is equipped with the newest technology in electrostatic finishing. Each piece is dipped in a phosphate tank to clean and seal the interior and exterior surfaces against corrosion. The machine is then powder coated in a high gloss finish and oven baked. The finished product is a beautiful chip resistant, durable, low maintenance machine that will give you years of enjoyment.

Warranty Policy
Yukon International, Inc. warrants its products against defects in materials and workmanship as outlined herein. Welded structures, pulleys, bearings and bushings are guaranteed for life of the registered owner. After receiving a return control number from the company, the customer is responsible for shipping the defective equipment to Yukon International, Inc. at 23700 Aurora Road, Bedford Hts., Ohio 44146 via prepaid freight for replacement or repair. Upholstery, grips and cables are also warranted for the life of the product. This warranty shall cover the original purchaser only. This warranty covers only failures due to defects in materials and workmanship that occur during normal use. This warranty does not cover the use or failure of equipment in commercial or institutional applications. Replacement or repair as provided for under this warranty is the sole remedy of the user. Yukon International, Inc. shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages or for breach of any express or implied warranty on this product. Yukon reserves the right to send reconditioned replacement parts. YUKON WILL NOT ACCEPT OR REFUND ANY SHIPMENT THAT IS RETURNED WITHOUT THE FREIGHT BEING PREPAID BY THE CUSTOMER. RETURNED MERCHANDISE WILL BE APPLICABLE TO A 15% RE-STOCKING FEE CHARGED TO THE CUSTOMER. Yukon International reserves the right to use reconditioned parts as replacement parts at our discretion. We also reserve the right to request defective parts for repair.

Warranty for Light Commercial Equipment:
Pads: 90 Days
Welds: Lifetime
Cables & Pulleys: 6 Months

Parts are available for purchase after warranty expires.
SATISFACTION POLICY
For the past 15 years, our goal at Yukon International has been to provide the best value in home equipment. We strive toward maintaining this goal today, and for years to come. Yukon International Fitness equipment is designed to be the best equipment for home use. We take pride in offering our consumers the best equipment available at competitive prices. We price our products fairly and honestly and stand behind each piece with a full money back guarantee.

If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you must obtain a “return materials control number” within 30 days of the date of purchase. Please call us directly at (800) 799-8566 in order to obtain this return authorization number. **REFUNDS WILL NOT BE ISSUED/PROCESSED FOR PRODUCTS RECEIVED WITHOUT APPROPRIATE AUTHORIZATION.** All returns must be in original packaging and in re-salable condition. Customer returning product is responsible for shipping costs to our facility. Yukon Fitness will refund your purchase price less your original shipping costs. Yukon International reserves the right to impose a fifteen (15%) restocking fee.

Yukon’s warehouse center is packed with equipment and is ready to ship your order Monday–Friday 9:00AM–5:00PM EST. Orders usually ship within 24 hours of receipt. Delivery time may vary around holidays and peak seasons.

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS
Customer orders shipped outside of the continental U.S. shall bear all costs for parts, including shipping costs, any duties and/or taxes, and any and all other charges imposed by customs agencies and any other taxing authorities, including, but not limited to, customs inspections.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Yukon Fitness’s adherence to high standards of quality in customer service allows us to pick, pack and label orders immediately upon receipt. Due to the logistics of our warehouse operations, Yukon Fitness reserves the right to charge a cancellation fee on orders picked, but not yet shipped. Customer cancellations are subject to a fee equaling 10% of their order total.

Orders are cancellable without penalty ONLY if the order has not yet been processed. In all other cases, a cancellation fee totaling 10% of the order total will be imposed.

If a customer wishes to cancel an order that has already shipped, customer is responsible for paying shipping (both ways), and the additional 10% cancellation fee. Customer will also be responsible for any damage in shipping, and for a 15% restocking fee.

WARRANTY INFORMATION
Yukon International warrants its products against defects in materials and workmanship outlined herein. Welded structures, pulleys, and bushings are guaranteed for the life of the registered owner and where noted, **NOT including light commercial and/or aerobic equipment which carry only limited warranties.** After receiving a “return materials control number,” the customer is responsible for shipping the defective equipment to Yukon via prepaid freight for replacement or repair. This warranty covers only failures due to defects in materials and workmanship that occur during normal use. It does not cover damage that occurs in shipment or failures due to misuse, abuse, neglect, misapplication, alteration or improper assembly of the product. This warranty does not cover the use or failure of equipment in commercial or institutional applications.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
Replacement or repair as provided for under this warranty is the sole remedy of the user, and customer shall be responsible for paying freight charges. Replacement parts necessary to repair a defective product will be shipped at the customer’s expense. Repair parts requested by anyone other than the original purchaser shall incur charges for requested parts and shipping costs. Yukon shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages or for breach of any express or implied warranty on this product. At its sole discretion, Yukon International reserves the right to use or provide reconditioned parts and/or to request a return and repair existing defective or broken parts.

SHIPPING POLICY
Orders will be shipped using UPS, FedEx, or USPS. **Large orders such as home gyms, smith machines and barbell sets will be shipped via motor freight trucking companies. Orders arriving by truck are CURBSIDE ONLY.** You will need to be present in order to receive the delivery, and it is your responsibility to unload the equipment. If you have any special delivery requests or instructions such as a request for inside delivery, please contact us ahead of time so that we can provide a price quotation for added services and make the proper arrangements.